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Australia – If Planning to Travel for Work, 
Consider Tax Implications  
 

While personal travel might not be on the cards for all yet, some recent releases from the Australian Taxation Office 

(ATO) mean that tax costs in Australia need to be front of mind when movement resumes.
1
  

The ATO recently released three separate documents in relation to employee travel and, simultaneously, withdrew one 

draft ruling.   

These latest releases are a continuation of a process that started in 2017 with the ATO seeking to clarify its position in 

relation to the tax treatment of employer-provided transport, accommodation, and meals. 

 

WHY THIS MATTERS 

An employee’s categorisation as travelling for work, living away from home, or indefinitely relocating, will determine the 

Australian tax treatment of transport, accommodation, and meal benefits (including allowances). 

It is important for employers of internationally-mobile employees travelling into or out of Australia to have a clear view 

on this categorisation and the resultant impacts to avoid any unnecessary or unexpected tax costs.  This is particularly 

relevant for Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT) in Australia, where the liability rests with the employer and is currently 47 percent 

on the grossed-up value of the benefit (for example, if accommodation were subject to full FBT, then for every $100 

spent on accommodation there would be roughly a corresponding $100 of FBT payable). 

From a global-mobility perspective, the ATO had previously provided some guidance whereby international employees 

on short-term assignments to Australia for up to three months were travelling for work and, as such, not subject to 

FBT.
2
  The current draft guidance suggests that for what are similar circumstances but a longer assignment period 

(expressed as 90 to 120 days), some of the benefits provided (e.g., accommodation) may be subject to FBT.   
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ATO Documents  

Recent Releases  

• Final Taxation Ruling, TR 2021/1 Income tax: when are deductions allowed for employees’ transport expenses? 

• Draft Taxation Ruling, TR 2021/D1 Income tax and fringe benefits tax: employees:  

o accommodation and food and drink expenses; 

o travel allowances; and 

o living-away-from-home allowances. 

• Draft Practical Compliance Guideline, PCG 2021/D1: Determining if allowances or benefits provided to an employee 

relate to travelling on work or living at a location – ATO compliance approach. 

Draft Ruling Withdrawn  

• TR 2017/D6 Income tax and fringe benefits tax: when are deductions allowed for employees’ travel expenses? 

Is There a “Bright Line” Test to Establish Travelling for Work or Living 

Away from Home?  

Given the significant impact the categorisation of an employee’s circumstances can have on the employer’s tax position, 

whether there exists a “bright line” test that can be used to establish if an employee is travelling for work or living away 

from home is a valid question and one that is asked often in practice. 

The ATO’s prevailing view is that every scenario must be considered on its own merits considering the relevant “facts 

and circumstances.”  However, the ATO has also released some Practical Compliance Guidance (PCG) (currently in 

draft) specifically providing a “safe harbor” test.
3
   

PCG 2021/D1 highlights the ATO’s compliance approach when determining if allowances or benefits provided to an 

employee relate to travelling for work or living at a location.  The PCG incorporates a “day count” test, allowing 

employers a numerical basis for categorisation.  It is important to note, this also increases the possibility of automation 

of this aspect of the FBT process (among other things). 

The compliance approach sets a “safe harbour” of an aggregate period of fewer than 90 days in an FBT year for 

presence at a temporary work location to be treated as travelling for work.  Provided that this requirement is met, PCG 

2021/D1 allows an employee to have numerous short stints of travel of up to, and including, 21 continuous days. 

  

https://www.ato.gov.au/law/view/document?DocID=TXR/TR20211/NAT/ATO/00001
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http:/ato.gov.au/law/view/document?DocID=DTR*TR2021D1*NAT*ATO*00001__;Ly8vLw!!E1R1dd1bLLODlQ4!S-wUwPsdqovkHxk8xuNn6nJU3arEYGFczDYhCEbqw4n4cqrlebPKAW6raGy2gHnP2wfjGEIYOQ$
https://www.ato.gov.au/law/view/document?DocID=DPC/PCG2021D1/NAT/ATO/00001
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http:/ato.gov.au/law/view/document?DocID=DTR*TR2017D6*NAT*ATO*00001&PiT=99991231235958__;Ly8vLw!!E1R1dd1bLLODlQ4!S-wUwPsdqovkHxk8xuNn6nJU3arEYGFczDYhCEbqw4n4cqrlebPKAW6raGy2gHnP2wd1HpctZw$
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The following table summarises the requirements for the PCG to apply: 

Circumstances relating to the employer: Circumstances relating to the employee: 

• provides an allowance to an employee or 

pays or reimburses accommodation and food 

and drink expenses for the employee; 

• does not provide the reimbursement or 

payment as part of a salary-packaging 

arrangement and the employee is not given 

the option to elect to receive additional 

remuneration in lieu; 

• includes the travel allowance on the 

employee's payment summary or income 

statement and withholds tax, where 

appropriate; and 

• obtains and retains the relevant 

documentation to substantiate the fact that 

all these circumstances are met. 

• is away from their normal residence for 

work purposes; 

• does not work on a fly-in fly-out (FIFO) or 

drive-in drive-out (DIDO) basis (per the 

definition of the term in the legislation); 

• is away for a short-term period being:  

o no more than 21 days at a time 

continuously, and 

o an overall aggregate period of fewer 

than 90 days (that is, the most 

being 89 days) in the same work 

location in an FBT year; and 

• must return to their normal residence when 

their period away ends. 

Source: KPMG in Australia  

 

 

KPMG NOTE 

The PCG as a Guideline 

It should be noted that the PCG only provides a guideline as to what will be accepted by the ATO as reasonable.  If a 

scenario does not meet the criteria, the PCG does not render the relevant expenses automatically taxable, rather, it will 

require the employer to collate more evidence to support a “travelling for work” position.  In an audit situation, the ATO 

will want to see evidence of how the employer has come to this conclusion, despite the PCG, and why. 

Concluding Thoughts   

The introduction of the PCG and the safe harbour it offers will provide a set of rules that can be applied to data and help 

an organisation assess retrospectively which trips might not require further consideration to classify. 

Similarly, the PCG provides an opportunity for employers to plan employee travel within these limits if it wishes to do so 

and other practical business realities allow it to do so. 

Organisations may need support in navigating the relevant legislation, cases, and ATO guidance in considering all 

relevant facts and circumstances and helping employers classify their travelling employees correctly. 

 

FOOTNOTES: 

1  For related coverage, see GMS Flash Alert 2020-487, 9 December 2020. 

2  For prior coverage, see GMS Flash Alert 2020-113, 25 March 2020. 

3  Draft Practical Compliance Guideline, PCG 2021/D1. 

https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2020/12/flash-alert-2020-487.html
https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2020/03/flash-alert-2020-113.html
https://www.ato.gov.au/law/view/document?docid=DPC/PCG2021D1/NAT/ATO/00001
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Contact us 

For additional information or assistance, please contact your local GMS or People Services professional or one of the 

following professionals with the KPMG International member firm in Australia: 

 

Hayley Lock (in Brisbane)  

Tel. +61 7 3434 9176  

hlock@kpmg.com.au 

 

Dan Hodgson (in Perth)  

Tel. +61 8 9278 2053 

dghodgson@kpmg.com.au 

 

Mardi Heinrich (in Melbourne) 

Tel. + 61 3 9838 4348 

                              meheinrich@kpmg.com.au 

The information contained in this newsletter was submitted by the KPMG International member firm in Australia. 
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